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Safari 2019….The Easier
Way
©

My wife and I have been taking annual safaris north for about 30 years; in the earlier days mainly
into Botswana and Namibia and later more northerly into Zambia, Malawi, Tanzania, Uganda and
Rwanda and on to Kenya and Ethiopia. We sometimes might invite others to come with us but we in
fact enjoy the pleasure of our own company and know what to expect from the other in just about
every predicament, so more often it would be the two of us in the grand old lady of the road, our 80
series imported Landcruiser which has served us admirably over the last 10 or so years.
We never plan a daily schedule and in general go where the road takes us, our spirits drive us, and
where there are things to see and places we want to visit for the first time or as a repeat. The thing
with our particular situation, that we have tracked just about every road between here and all of
southern Kenya, is that there are very few places we have not been and not a road we have not
travelled on, many from the early days when they were rutted tracks years away from any notion of
grading, let alone asphalt.
We usually look to camp wherever possible and we usually write up our travels and try to encourage
more South Africans to brave it beyond the Zambezi. But being more in the Senior age bracket….I
hate the term, so I label myself just a bit older and a lot wiser…… I thought that I would slant this
year’s safari and write up towards people who might wish to trek on the Great Road North but to do
so without the arduous necessity to make and break camp, sometimes under less than ideal
circumstances and to kak in die bos in similarly less than ideal circumstances. So, we decided to see
just what was available on the route we took all along the way; no planning, no booking, just keep to
the GRN in any of its perambulations and peregrinations. It turned to be one of the most pleasant
trips we have done.
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The grand lady Cruiser is fully fitted with everything under the sun and then some; full tool kit,
spares, plenty of food and drink, over 250 litres of fuel, 80 of water and enough wine to get a small
Russian army battalion pissed for a month. The freezer was full, wine cellar, literature, telecoms,
and hardware to fix a spaceship, we had all we could possibly need on board. This mode of travel has
opened up the north to just about anyone in the right frame of mind in all age categories and within
reason, all states of health.
The roads bar a few spots ….the Kasane - Katima road being one of them, were all good enough to
be driven by a very good sedan and certainly in a decent SUV……Jeep, Volvo, Hyundai, and yes even
a Landrover Freelander!
Africa to our north has so many variables on offer that it is a no brainer that north is the way and the
GRN the means.
We hit the trail at a very relaxed hour as we did throughout the trip; we never had a pressurised
morning packing and stressing out. The morning ritual’s most taxing necessity was where I was going
to percolate my morning pot of coffee! At every place we camped or stayed in formal
accommodation, we always found a gas stove or charcoal fire in a briar to perc my Mocca Java and
boil water for Beth’s Oh so vital tea.
Safari 2019 was scheduled for early July returning around the middle of August. We usually take the
quickest road north, through Zimbabwe and into Malawi, but the recent unrest in the once greatest
country on the continent forced us through Botswana and Zambia; really a blessing in disguise as
Zambia was a rediscovered treasure, and we had the place all to ourselves. We wanted to do a
repeat of a trip through Zambia we first did in around 2002 when we drove up through Botswana
and took the sand track up the Zambezi River from Kasane to Mongu. The road was really a testing
one and not in good shape. We free camped along the way until we got to Mongu. We were the only
travellers on the road. We did the same drive this year, now on tarmac, and once again we were the
only travellers. Sad.
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We wanted to repeat the Zambian Great Lakes and waterfalls trip and then do the southern tack
through Tanzania from Sumbawanga to Dar and then over to Zanzibar for a little rest and
recuperation. Afterwards the long slow road down the Tanzanian coast and across the Rovuma River
and the always long road down the Mozambique coast.
Many of the parameters of South and Eastern African travel have improved quite dramatically over
the years. Having to stand in endless queues to change travellers cheques is a distant memory.
ATM’s are everywhere and usually at all border crossings. Money is a snap and cheap. Border
crossings are getting better and better and in fact many are embarrassingly good compared many
South African Customs and Immigration, especially Beit Bridge. The roads are almost all a zillion
times better although there are still a few bad tracks we found on this trip which we’ll talk about
later. Fuel is readily available everywhere and the need to carry roof racks of jerry cans is a thing of
the past. Police harassment in general is far less of an issue and on this trip, despite several cops
stopping us at routine roadblocks; we are always asked only how we were and where we were
heading. At one check in Mozambique on the way to Pemba we were pulled over by some numbskull
cop with issues and asked to show everything from passeports to dirty underwear. Overwhelmingly,
Kaburu is a friend to all and we were as safe as houses.
We headed off from home having fully packed the day before and only our toiletry bags had to be
stowed away before heading off at a very relaxing mid-day hour. We crossed the border at Martin’s
Drift, easy on both sides. We had planned to overnight at Palapaye and from there the following day
to Nata. I noticed that my oil pressure gauge was reading on the low side and stopped for a leak and
check the dip stick. Low on oil and the thing was just serviced at Four Ways Toyota where I have
what I call a major pre-safari service check-up done. EVERYTHING to be checked….EVERYTHING! I
checked under the engine and saw that I had about three places I was haemorrhaging drops of oil!
Shit!
There was a huge volume of traffic on the road from well south of the border as most transport
trucks were taking the Botswana route in order to bypass the shambles that is now Zimbabwe.
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The last miles into Palapaye were directly into the sun making the cattle and donkeys very hard to
pick up in the glare. It is a suicide run and should be avoided late in the late afternoon.
I topped up the oil a couple more times and got to Palapaye where we checked into a nice little
Cresta Hotel for the night and now with the intention to get to Francistown and to the Toyota
Garage. The manager offered us a “Cresta Card” which knocked about a third off the bill…..thank you
very much. Dinner in the bar was a great rump steak and cold barley pops.
We got to Francistown Toyota after a couple more oil top ups and right away commandeered a
service supervisor who had the engine steam cleaned and ascertained the cause of the leak to the
frayed large rubber pipe from the turbo to the intercooler. We trimmed the pipe and it seemed to
do the trick. R700 later we checked into the Diggers Inn around the corner from Toyota; Mzungu
watering hole and not a bad spot. We met up with an ex-Rhodie, retired, who occupied himself
transporting open safari trucks from Jhb to northern Botswana. He recommended a spot to
overnight in Pandamatenga which we reckoned we would reach in a relaxing day’s drive in long, flat,
and dry Botswana.
We headed off the next morning thinking all was fine and quite enjoyed the long straight desert
road. We listen to audio books which passes the time and boredom, but I was still worried about the
engine so rather kept my ears uncluttered by the tales of Jack Reacher or Jack Ryan. We stopped in
Nata and went to the local MasCom shop to purchase a local data card for the dongle which we used
in the vehicle throughout the trip as our own mobile hotspots. We have iPhones and cannot replace
the SIM cards and so the dongle worked out really well. In every country we visited the purchase and
registration of the card was a snap. In SA it is a major undertaking with all the FICA bullshit; which
the countries to our north also have to do, but they are light years faster.
North of Nata I picked up the only ticket of the trip doing 71 in a 60 and I was slowing down; the
buggers.
We stopped in at Elephant Sands which is a very popular spot just off the road northwards about 50
km after Nata. The place was crawling with Eli and South Africans, hundreds of both. It was dusty,
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the camping was really unappealing and the cottages all on stilts circled the main feature, a watering
hole, now just mud, with dozens of elephants a mere few feet away. We sat, drank a couple
brewsters and enjoyed the massive beasts jockeying around the watering hole. They are awesome
animals. We didn’t for a moment entertain the idea of camping amongst the dozens of trucks, with
no shade, no green and certainly no quiet.

They nick named him Long Dong
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We located a place on the east side of the road just to the north of Pandamatenga, called Touch of
Africa, not a bad spot, offering lovely chalets, in a well-tended bush property around a watering hole
that had a constant ebb and flow of buck and wart hogs. All off the electrical grid the owner, Fritz,
Austrian, proudly announced.
I checked the beast again and found that I was still losing oil which was now a big worry. I spoke to
Fritz, a very accommodating and helpful chap and said that there was a very good bush mechanic
who he would contact and I thought …..oh here we go. We were well into the quick dark of the early
evening and Mr Mechanic; Jan Human and his lovely wife came by to have a look at the truck as well
as to socialize. He had a good look using his cell phone light and pointed out that the leak was
exactly as before and that the rubber pipe was buggered and blown. As the turbo intake pipe had to
be shortened in order to put in the intercooler ( a big mistake from the outset I reckon) ….many
years earlier, I was in a pickle as Jan the mechanic said that we would battle to get a replacement
hose. It would be preferable to just replace the turbo pipe and do away with the intercooler And he
just happened to a have a turbo pipe in stock! (as a P.S. it took me 2 months to get a new one in
Johannesburg, imported from Japan)
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Bush mechanics par excéllence
We had a great steak in the restaurant in the company of a pile of South African expats all happy to
have made the move over the border. This was a phenomenon which became the norm on this trip,
South Africans migrating north…re-settling in the African hinterlands. Lots of beers and laughs and at
the garage bright and early the following morning. The old man, the big boss, Jan’s father confirmed
the diagnosis that the intercooler had to be by-passed, and that the turbo pipe be replaced with a
part which they just happened to have! The changeover done, a cold coke, in their lovely little
shaded house on the property and we were on our way. What a great chance encounter. This guy is
a very good mechanic and highly recommended if you have a spot of kak in northern Botswana.
The Kasane border crossing out of Botswana was a snap and we were soon on the ferry, the Zambian
ferry which required payment in USD. The Botswana boat was FUBAR apparently.
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The Zambian border post was a shambles and very time and patience consuming, but we persevered
and after admiring for a last time the amazing new bridge under construction, by the Chinese no
doubt….which will take another year to complete despite local assurance that it will be ready by the
end of the year, we headed off down the road.

New Zambezi crossing to come
The road heading up the Zambezi was horrific. Severely potholed crappy tarmac is the worst of the
bad roads and amongst the worst on the trip. It was a slog dodging deep holes and rocks. There was
very little traffic which did make dodging easier, but it was endless….poor Cruiser, which was now
purring like a kitten and clean of any drips whatsoever. In retrospect we should have taken the
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Really terrible axel shattering “road”
Chobe road and bridge at Katima Mulilo. I think that I had been given the impression that the road
had been resurfaced….bad intel.
The road from Shesheke was a brand new superhighway and compared to the very first time we
trekked up the Zambezi from Kasane to Mongu, on a small winding sand track, it was a real treat. We
got to Mutemwa Lodge late in the afternoon and recall the first time we came past a few decades
ago it was owned by Gavin Johnson the Lions rugby player….well it is still owned by him but
operated by some lodge operator. Lovely long winding driveway and into a parking lot, and not a
soul to be seen…..closed??
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Not closed but not really taking guests either. The two young chaps operating the lodge, Ashley
Wilmot and Rob somebody, Ashley, being the son of the Wilmot family of northern Botswana Savuti
fame, came up with a plan as long as we were happy to join them for supper of Zambian fillet
mignon around a campfire! We settled into one of the camp tents fully en suite, paraffin lamps,
lovely site right on the Zambezi. Tall trees and bird sounds and sightings everywhere. The camp is
really a little gem on the Zambezi. Dinner was under the Milky Way around a big campfire which
could have been even bigger; it was cooling down something fierce. More good red wine to keep the
anti-freeze levels adequate. Zambezian fillet was really superb. Heavily marbled like a Kobe beef and
done to perfection: bleu rare.
We slept under several layers of blankets and snuggled close to retain body warmth……no summer
yet in the Zambezi valley. Gavin Johnson and his pretty wife Penny and daughter pitched up just in
time for the full 9 yards breakfast on the deck above the river….what a spot. The total D&B&B was
about R2000 all in , not bad under the circumstances but we would have to keep an eye out.

Ain’t the Zambezi pretty?
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The road was spectacular, undulating on the ups and downs of the small hills always with the great
Zambezi River not too far away. It is one of the most beautiful rivers on the continent. We stopped in
at the Kabula Lodge, which is set under a canopy of large trees, again right on the river. Green grassy
lawns beckoned campers, but the place was empty, and the staff said that they only had a few
bookings for later in the week. This was the tale throughout most of the trip; very few travellers,
poor business and really sad that the beauty of these places is not being shared.
Many years ago, when the present tarmac road was a rutted sand track, we camped at a burned out
lodge at Sioma. At the time we camped on the sandy shore of the Zambezi, swam in a protected
pool and had the place to ourselves until we were joined by 4 South African diamond prospectors
who proceeded to join us for a big potjie of chili con carne, and plenty of wine…..they smashed a
case of black label ….warm…. each! They were up and off before dawn the next morning to head off
into the bush to explore for diamonds.
We wanted to revisit the place as it had been recently bought and was in the process of restoration
by a young chap from Cape Town, Myles Potgieter. Lovely winding drive and out came the owner in
long johns and rugby shorts and a pull over….long beard and wild Rasputin look in the eye….what a
character…. He was a prospector by profession and as it turned out his grandfather worked with my
father in law at EO & Son….AKA DeBeers / Anglo American. To compound the small world notion, it
also turned out in conversation that he picked grapes and made wine for a South African friend from
the Cape, and his mother was the guy’s, or had been, lady friend in the past.!!
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Zambezi River camping ….highly recommended
Although it was still early we decided to stay the night as the camp site was on a lovely little rise
overlooking the Zambezi and we had the place all to ourselves. Later in the day though a singleton
South African traveller took the spot next to us having driven solo to Rwanda and Uganda. A rare
traveller.
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Idylic
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Zambezi River…..
We asked Myles to join us for dinner of Thai chicken, but he brought an entire Zambian fillet as he
thought our invite was self-catering!! Silly billy. We did the fillet to perfection, a heavily marbled
Kobe beef lookalike. Fantastic.
Myles discussed his theories about the prospects of finding the elusive diamond pipes he was
convinced were in the area, but too deep under the sand to be detected by the usual aerial radar
surveying methods. He also pointed out the fact unknown to us, that this particular stretch of the
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Zambezi was the most ancient unchanged stretch of river on the planet ageing back to the days of
the Gondwana super continent, before the separation of the Americas and Africa.
Back on the track northwest along the river we came to Mongu, a much bigger and better developed
village than the one we remembered from years past. We headed east on the main Lusaka Road
which started off to be pretty good driving until we came to some long very potholed sections due to
mine ore trucks. We decided to overnight in Kaoma, a non-descript village a couple klicks off the
main road to the north. We even drove past it, checking for a few potential overnight spots….both
crap, so we back tracked up the road into town, which was very typical of Zambian villages; dusty,
millions of cell phone shops, and general dealers, everything. The general impression was pretty piss
poor I must admit, and I was not optimistic of finding a good spot to sleep, be it in the tent or bed
somewhere. We checked out a spot called the Cheshire Orphanage….pretty crappy looking, and we
drove right on by and went to a container shop selling local SIM cards. We did the entire transaction
in less than 30 minutes and we now had a dongle with 50GB data and our own mobile hotspot. I had
recalled a verdant spot on the left entering the village and we went back and into the MuMu Guest
House which despite the fluorescent paint was really excellent; large clean rooms, A/C, bathrooms
immaculate and very accommodating staff, all set in a lovely garden. It was owned by a medical
doctor. We pre-ordered the standard chicken and chips and as they were unlicensed we BYOB.
Wonderful evening. We were entertained by the trio next to us, a German missionary who worked
feverously to get at least one of his two lady friends into his bed for the night! They were on their
part only interested in drinking Coke and Fanta.
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MuMu’s in Kaoma, Zambia…a gem
The room was about R400 and the full on dinner R200. The room was spotless, and the A/C worked
a bomb; great bathroom and shower. We support and encourage good little local businesses which
offer a great break to the crappy, dirty and mundane places which are the norm, but the pressure to
improve is on.
We took the slow road eastbound to the Kafue River Bridge before which we went through the
Mumbwa District with its fantastic forest. As we had some time to explore the Kafue area we went
to the Mayukuyuku Camp on the river which was empty but a nice spot. It had chalets at $190 and
camping on a dry track with Tse Tse flies at $25pp….pricey. Most lodges offered fishing on the Kafue
at $60 per hour! We looked at the International Camp and Mukambu Lodge both outside the park,
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as well as a Kafue Safari Lodge, very larney but very pricey ranging from $495 down to $195pp; all
lovely but out of our price bracket. None had guests. We headed back to the Hook Bridge and went
to Roy’s Camp which is on the south of the bridge and right on the river. They offered us a tent with
a full on double bed and covered in clean linen and blankets all for the price of pitching our own
tent! There were clean ablutions, hot water and firewood. We had a super braai and slept like babies
but did wake at the sound of a leopard wandering through the camp in the middle of the night as
well as two lions at the crack of dawn doing a little vocalizing. We paid R150 per person which was
pretty darned good.

Kafue River
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Noticed this fellow just below our tent
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Ya can’t beat this

The morning camp ritual…thank you Mr Coleman
Back on the road with thermoses full of tea and coffee we looked to get to the Forest Inn well north
of Lusaka. Our first stop was the major hub town of Mumbwa where we changed some money.
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ATM’s are everywhere and money matters are so much easier these days. A matter of minutes and
card in cash out. Safe ‘n sound. We passed through “Landless Corner” and were told the road was
supposed to be tar but it was a lie! Potholed and rough. Cotton and charcoal were the main
commodities being trucked.
The short cut Lusaka by-pass road from Mumbwa to the main T2 Great Road North was
a mixture of great tar, severely potholed tar, gravel, badly rutted gravel and everything in between.
The agriculture in parts was non-existent and in others lovely winter wheat and cotton. There was at
the more eastern end of the road some very serious (South African) commercial farming.

Serious commercial farming
The GRN once again was good driving despite the heavy haulage trucks and we managed to arrive at
the well know Forest Inn in good season and get ensconced in a little chalet and a barley pop in hand
with Wimbledon on the TV. We enjoyed our T-Bone steak and BBQ chicken and I can’t recall who
was playing but it was a superb evening on the trail. At the only other table of diners there was a
mixed group of what I reckoned to be two couples of American missionaries and some local
congregants discussing spreading the Word over their Fantas and Cokes!
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The GRN gets better every time we travel it and that is every year, although the actual route changes
from year to year. The villages along the way are all on the up and up and showing signs of more
prosperity, there are new gas stations, many with shops and branded take always. We got to the
entrance of the Kasanka NP where we were requested to pay and entrance fee in USD, which I
refused as I stated that we were in Zambia. We made it to Wasa Camp in Kasanka where we had
stayed many moons earlier and I must say not much had changed. Still a very beautiful spot on a
large pond or small lake with lovely bird life. We took a chalet right on the water and prepared our
kitchen on a clearing, a short walk away from our place. I used the camp kitchen and had the chef
Boa as my assistant; he was only too pleased to learn how to make a great chili con carne, which I
made enough of to feed the thousands. The place is expensive at R1200 per night, but worth it. We
saw the Pell’s fishing owl. We saw little game and only heard hippo. Once again we were the only
visitors.

Chef Boa’s sideline was sewing new staff uniforms
I had a problem fixed though. I had bought a new Ezee Awn RTT some couple years earlier and had
several sets of tent struts from earlier editions of the tent. Somehow how we brought a bag of
struts which just did not fit no matter which way they were inserted into the holes on the base of
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the tent. The camp had a good workshop and we managed to file down the ends of the struts, so
they did fit. I later learned that Ezee Awn had in fact changed the diameter of the struts by a mm or
so and I had just packed one of the older sets. My wife who does all the packing blamed me as I
should not keep old shit around!!

Very good birding though….
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Kasanka National Park all to ourselves
We headed north towards Samfya and the Benguela Swamps which is always a lovely drive. Lots of
wetlands on both sides of the road. There was heavy bus traffic and they are like rocket ships on
wheels, showing no need to slow, give way or watch for the likes of us in our little Cruiser. There
were countless groups of people fishing the swamps using nets, rods and small sluice ways to trap
fish. We crossed the endlessly long bridge over the Lukulu River and finally made our way to Samfya
which had completely metamorphosed since our last trip many many years ago. It is now a major
holiday destination and it was hard to find any vestiges of the old place. The small sand coastal track
now is a beautifully tarred highway with many smart houses on the buffs and sand dunes. The old
former Samfya Hotel is still there and really the last vestige of the old village, but it was closed and is
scheduled to undergo a complete renovation. Right on the water it will surely be a gem when
completed.
We toured the now extensive town and made our way to the Samfya Waterfront Lodge right on the
water, but no real beach as there was a sea wall.
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.
Lake Benguela
The rooms were fine and clean, and we managed to cajole a chap to give the old girl a thorough
wash and polish……the Cruiser that is! We ate in the local restaurant on Tilapia and chips and a
combination of ground nuts and rape leaves …like a spinach, which was really fantastic. There’s
more to peanuts that just a salty nut to make you drink more beer! Beers were about R9 and the
lovely water facing room about R400 per night.
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Perched high on the hill behind the lodge was a large property with manor house and Great Danes
owned by some Mzungu!
The village had paved streets and lots of activity from milling to machine shops and retail stores and
hairdressers.
Africa is on the move ….
We headed off on the good tarmac towards Mansa and the Waterfall Route. Mansa is a university
town and well developed but the road out of town was terribly potholed and rutted. Hard going. We
drove to the Mumbuluma Falls which although not particularly high are very beautiful and a must to
swim in the lower pools. The site is well developed and the entry fee about R80 and the car R40.
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The only way to travel
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Heading north following beside the Luaputa River was one of the more beautiful drives on the trip.
The river is so lovely, well utilized with a small hydro plant and clean and sparkling water. There are
endless rapids and waterfalls to ogle and photograph. Passing through Mwense town the only thing
we noted were the countless TZN trucks. Heading north to Lake Mweru, one of the Zambian Great
Lakes, we stopped in Nchinge a non-descript brown dirty strip village with few redeeming features.
We needed juice and saw one cruddy “station” so we drove straight through town looking for both a
real gas station and a place to stay. There was nothing on Trip Advisor and Tracks for Africa and
having driven well out of town on the north side, not a single place to pitch a tent.
So, we headed back into town and stopped at the fuel pump and filled up. There was a bakkie with
darkened windows also tanking up and I started a conversation with the driver. I was then
approached by a guard in full military regalia who was the “bodyguard” of the big chief in the back
seat.
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The Big Chief and his body guard
He came out and fully attired in faux leopard skiing outfit and sort of a Mobuto Setse Seko clone.
We struck up an instant friendship and I still am in contact with him on WhatsApp. I inquired about
decent accommodation and he said we must head to the Relax Inn just down the drag. He offered to
show us the way…..don’t know how we could have driven by it twice, but we did; entrance around
the back and what a spot. High gloss marble 5 metre ceilings and very posh, in the middle of no
bloody where! We socialized over cokes, the Chief stressing that he did not drink alcohol….we did
and polished off a few beers.
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Ya just gotta love these people
Tilapia for dinner done in the back of the large empty dining room. The kitchen being only the back
passage, everything cooked on charcoal. The kitchen staff was torporous and it was obvious that I
would have to get cracking and operational. I had the chips bubbling and the fish ready on the briar.
Dinner was great! The room was excellent at R450 and the dinner about R200 all in.

The alley way kitchen of the 5 Star Hotel
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Magnificent tilapia
Interestingly the Zambians make their beds as they do in Tanzania; instead of having the bed made
such that you get in at the head…..from which the sheets are folded back…..no the bed is made from
the side so you sleep at 90 degrees to the head unless you remake it properly….curious….maybe
they are all much shorter than we are?
On the Chief’s recommendation we made for the Congo border a couple dozen km away on a
passable sand road. As they were “all his people” on both sides of the border he strongly indicated
that we would have no problems! On the road to Chiengi we bumped into the Big Chief who was
blatantly pissed …..so much for the non-drinking earlier! We exchanged greetings and I opened the
back to door of the Cruiser to get some shirts out to give the Chief and his crew. Well it became a
feeding frenzy, everyone grabbing and tearing to get something sans money….for free. I did though
manage to remove from the Chief’s possession the golden tassel which I hung from the mirror for all
to see. We extricated ourselves in short order by firmly slamming the door and hightailing it down
the road.
It was a Saturday and the people we encountered along the road and passing through
Chiengi….remember I had the Big Chief’s tassels; greeted us so cheerily, along the way. Everyone
was so friendly and dressed in their Sunday go to Meetin’ clothes.
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We initiated a feeding frenzy as we dished out some of my old shirts and t-shirts

The Big Chief and me with his tassel….his symbol of power…now in the Cruiser
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The Zambian formalities were easy as word had already reached them that these Mzungus were
chums of the Big Chief. So, we headed down the road to the Congo border where we were stopped
by a boom gate and a non-uniformed man sporting an AK47.

Road to the DRC
The Customs and Immigration buildings were painted in green and purple fluorescent paint and
covered in posters in French and the vernacular. Greetings all round and we were immediately
asked, “What do you want?” to which I responded….all in French….. “We wish to make a short
overnight visit to your country”.
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We were ushered into an office and instructed to sit down. I stood rather. A porky man in a shabby
suit came in eventually after 10 minutes, instructed me to sit, but I said I needed to stand which I
did, but more to be a bit confrontational, and to set some basic ground rules! He looked at our
passeports from every angle and at every page front to back and back to front and sideways hoping
to find something amiss. He said wait a moment while he went to collect a colleague, the Big Chief.
We were then ushered into the next inner office where again I was instructed to sit…..the passeports
were again re-examined from all directions. He, the Big Chief said the visas would cost R3500 each
and a permit for the vehicle R3000…cash. I replied that this was out of the question. He asked what
we would do, to which I replied that we would wait until he rethought the situation. That took 5
minutes and he said that he would take (implying cash on the side….no receipt or stamp in the
passeports) R3000 for the two of us, to which I said not possible. He asked what I was willing to pay
to which I said R300 for two passeports legally stamped and receipted and no tax on the vehicle. He
agreed and the paperwork was done with much scurrying about and instructions given. The entire
process took less than an hour. We exited the building and were immediately taken by a couple
flunkies in army / police uniform into the dark shack on the opposite side of the road. I asked what
the problem was and was instructed to pay another $20 police tax. I simply said that I was not going
to pay another cent to anyone. Merci beaucoup et au revoir. We exited the shed and headed off into
the sunset.
We proceeded down the good dirt road to the branch off left to the Pwetu Lodge on Lake Mweru,
which was pretty ostentatious and more than adequate. We were shown a good room next to which
I parked the truck and plugged in the freezer. No power outages / black outs here!
Lovely tilapia, salad and chips and a couple bottles of wine from the cellar completed the day. The
hotel was owned by a Belgian and catered to locals with money; there were Seadoos, yachts and big
100HP Merc boats. The lake is fantastic and right up there for beautiful bodies of fresh water like the
Great Lakes in Canada.
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Pwetu Lodge on Lake Mweru, DRC

None too shabby
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Sunset on Lake Mweru
Passing through the Congo and Zambian border controls were a snap second time around and we
headed for the Lumangwe Falls.

Leaving the Big Chief’s Ponderosa
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The roads were in the main dreadful, potholed, corrugated axel crunchers. Entry to the falls was
$15pp and $5 for the truck.

Lumangwe Falls….a must see
We camped as we had before right on the edge of the falls and we had the place to ourselves. It was
a lovely spot and we bathed and washed in one of the shallow pools at the edge of the fast running
river. A slip and you would be in the rapids and over the edge in a second. Very refreshing.
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All to ourselves

Happy Hours at Lumangwe Falls
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The attendant brought us firewood and we managed a good braai despite no really flat spot to place
our chairs and sit. The roar of the falls was spiritual, and we slept like the dead.

This is where God comes to relax

A spider had constructed his perfect web on the branches of the tree on the right…how he did it in
the mist and wind???
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We were back on the road and tracked through Mporokosa, Kasama and on north to Mbala where
we had planned to stay at the once lovely Chila Lodge on the small lake outside Mbala. It was now
much enlarged and crawling with humanity and not really a place to stay anymore…sadly, as it was
really a honey, small and rustic in the ou dar.
Mbala formerly Abercorn, had no alternative but a large new conference centre coming into town
from the south. It had literally a hundred rooms all pretty good and new. There was some sort of
government conference on the go so the parking lot was choc a block with Cruisers, Hi-Luxes, Fords
and Nissans. Dinner was standard chicken and chips and cold beer, but when they brought the
portions I thought that they had made a mistake as the portions were enormous and enough to feed
a rugby team. We were stuffed literally!
It was now Tuesday; July 16 and we were heading to the Tanzania border. The Zambian side was a
snap but the roads from Mbala were shockers. We saw many solar powered rice mills and travellers
on bicycles. The Tanzania side of the equation was retarded. We had to wait a quarter hour for the
immigration guy to pitch as he was on lunch! We had to cough up $125 in cash for the road tax
sticker as they had no ATM. On entering Tanzania however, the roads were a million times better
and the general impression was that things were on the up and in better shape than Zambia, and
much better off than our last visit to the area some couple years earlier. There were many new brick
houses all with shiny silver rooves reflecting the bright sunshine. We headed to the regional city
Sumbawanga, which has progressed in leaps and bounds over the years; lots of stores (ShopRite
etc), offices, banks tarred roads and general prosperity. There was a Voda kiosk on every corner and
a dozen in between. We got a local SIM card and did the FICA registration business in record time 20
minutes. We headed south to Mbeya which was just over 300 km away all on good road but with
dozens of serious speed humps which really put a damper on cruising even at a calm 75kph. Road
traffic was moderate, but we noted that there were millions of Tuk tuks just about the entire way to
Mbeya.
The last 50 km into Mbeya was a nightmare as it was getting dark and the rush hour traffic was
something else….the only rule is that there is no rule. Just take the gap regardless.
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We checked into the old faithful Mbeya Hotel, Indian owned, and we are known regulars, but they
always try to shunt us into a crappy room with something not working….like on the first night the
hot water. We ascertained that the plumber who had “fixed” the pipe had forgotten to attach the
two ends together…….Africa!
The next day we attended to admin….got Third Party Insurance, looked for turbo pipe….and did
general shopping. Interestingly no Voda kiosks. We did get the truck immaculately groomed and
headed up to the Hill View Hotel just up the road from the Mbeya; very larney more expensive but
the beers all the same a treat. Mbeya is a major Tanzanian city on the main TAZARA rail line from
Lusaka to Dar and has most of everything that you may need. It is a good city to wander around and
fine junk to buy that you never thought you needed.
We dined back at the Mbeya Hotel with my Tanzanian amigo of very long standing, Joseph Lungo
and I went into the kitchen where the same Nepalese chef as the last several trips was hard at work.
In meanwhile we had had our room seriously upgraded and at the top of the pack. Have to
remember to ask for this room first shot!
We met up with a Mzungu mixed farmer who had been in the district for almost 30 years growing
macadamias, avocados, and some cane….what he described was a nightmare in dealing with the
various produce boards and labour. He was desperate for a good farm manager but was désolé as he
knew it was going to be a long row to hoe. We headed east towards Iringa on the very familiar Great
East Road to Dar es Salaam. A hundred klicks out of Mbeya we hit new tarmac and was it lovely….the
road in the past was a hell drive through the mountains and we would always encounter several
trucks off the road or in the ditch or better still, down a ravine! Too good to be true we were pulled
over for doing 65 in a 50 but 5 minutes of cajoling were sent on our merry way, wallet intact! There
were lots of police on the roads, but they were in the main checking trucks and public transporters.
Don’t let the new road lull you into complacency as it is a dangerous road where anything can
happen and will happen.
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We went to the regular stop at the River Valley Camp where we found a wedding party taking place
with lots of really decked out men and women….dancing, music, speeches and little drinking. We
watched and were thoroughly entertained for an hour and asked to join the party.
As they had one of the large grassed camp sites taken for the party we retired to the other
campground which was not as well cut and a bit tatty, so we opted for one of the new stone and
wood chalets which was great. Hot water ….after sorting out the distribution from the two solar
geysers, the place was lovely. We fired on the lawn doing chicken cutlet parmesian….my favourite!
CHICKEN CUTLETT PARMESEAN
Take 4 boneless chicken breasts and hit with a meat hammer until flat and about ½ inch thick
Lightly brown them in a cast iron pan or # 2 Potjie with a little olive, grape or palm oil
Add a small dollop of butter at the end for flavour
Add a can of something pizza perfect tomato base. You can also add some sundried tomatoes cut
into smaller slivers. Canned peeled tomatoes or fresh tomatoes can be added
Spice this up with whatever spices you have on hand.,……we add rock salt, black pepper, oregano,
marjoram, parsley, dried basil and thyme, mixed Italian spices, coriander sometimes, crushed
chilies are very important as well as hot sauce which must always be in the larder. We use
Matouk’s from Trinidad and Lea & Perrins hot sauce……make it as hot as you like it..
Allow this to simmer over a low set of coals so that it bubbles a tad around the edges of the
pot…..by this stage you should have got down to the second half of your bottle of wine….if not
speed up and top up!
I usually let things simmer just tucking in the cutlets occasionally keeping them covered and keep
the pot covered…
Depending on the heat about 30 to 40 minutes later you can add a sachet of creamed spinach
which you have taken out some time ago to thaw. Add a good blob to the top of each cutlet.
All this to warm up for 5 or 10 minutes with the top on the pot.
Now have a top of the wine glass and relax; things are cookin’
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You should be peckish by now so take slices of Mozzarella cheese or grated if you have and add a
couple slices or a big blob on top of each cutlet. Replace the top and let sit over a low heat until
the cheese has completely melted….sprinkle on some dry chillies and you are ready to serve.
We do a small amount of noodles or pasta…spaghetti Linguine or shells……whatever you prefer
and place the cutlets on a small bed of pasta.
Of course, you have made a great mixed salad with lettuce, rocket, onions, avocados, tomatoes of
at least three varieties, and sliced peppers….
Open another bottle of very good wine….this meal deserves it!
Bon Appetit!

This stop over is always pretty good notwithstanding the ongoing issues of the public toilets which
are pretty crappy. The ones in the cottage were superb. We haggled a very good price of R700 for
the chalet; wood and charcoal thrown in. The evening was a tad chilly so the Masaai blankies from
Joseph were a great addition.
The Great East Road was in good shape, and very scenic over most of the road. We did see some
really horrific smashes, 40 foot containers upside down on the road, petrol tankers overtaking on
blind rises, speed limits only a suggestion…..the normal in Tanzania…
We were in no rush, so stopped in to see a few of the places we had passed a million times over the
years but never explored. Crocodile Camp was one of them right on the Ruaha River, clean, lovely
camp sites (TSH 8000) and chalets TSH80000. The beers were very cold, and the barman pleaded
with us to stay….next time we said sincerely. No guests.
The conditions on the road continued to be Death Valley Daze and how we failed to see more
crashes I don’t know. We stopped for a Coke at Swiss Tan in Mikumi and met up with the owner who
was the same Sepp we had met decades ago in Tanga…..but interestingly he denied that he was the
same bloke….very curious…. Running from someone I reckon.
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We made it to Morogoro, the scenery was grand, the southern escarpment very reminiscent of the
mountains around Stellenbosch. We toodled around Morogoro picking up a few things in the great
market and headed off to the old standby Mama Perinah’s Hotel. We have been staying there since
the old lady was running the show…old time Greek all in black with head scarf and dress to the floor,
black stockings and black shoes. It was sort of always a rundown spot, never particularly clean but
the prawns were always good, the large stoep, wide and shady and shabbily grand; the rooms barely
adequate but it was the spot for travellers like us. We went in and met up with Demitra the
daughter…the old lady having died years ago….it was more than apparent that she had hit a wall and
the place was really rundown. We asked about a room and the said she was fully booked!
Impossible. They had a complex of little rooms in the back which took at least 15 couples. I think that
she was embarrassed as she knew us very well from over the years. Her house was owned by the
Tanzanian Housing Authority so there was no incentive for her to invest a penny in the place. Stupid
policy. The government should just give the present occupants the real-estate on a 200 year lease
so they can keep the places up to scratch. Sadly, this is not in the African DNA. We sadly then
checked into the Oasis Hotel next door which was not too bad…large pool outdoor sitting area and
not too shabby rooms although we did have to make a couple changes before we found one with a
working toilet and shower! Dinner was outside …..sizzling chicken presented on a cast iron plate and
red hot! Delicious. The best meal on the trip so far. We met up with a Tanzanian hot sauce called
Canadian Harvest in a range of flavours which were now on our shopping list.
The road to Dar was even busier and we said that if we could keep up with the transport busses we
were doing pretty darned well….we couldn’t! Solid white lines were only a friendly suggestion and
not the law, trucks and cars passed three wide sometimes up blind rises around corners. Death Wish
V. There was a large amount of new road works in the main all under Chinese control. Whatever the
Chinese are doing, whether it is mining or lumbering they are building good roads. If the locals can’t
build a road, which they patently cannot, then the Chinese can do it, otherwise Africa will remain in
the dark ages with mud tracks and mule trains!
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We hit the old faithful Palm Beach Hotel….under Chinese management with garish casino in the
back. The rooms are pretty standard, but the prices are OK for the downtown area. Room about
R700 with breakfast….not the best breakfast on the planet but good enough for us travellers. The
dining area is outside facing the road and under a big old fig tree with Christmas lights and the beer
always cold. Lots of Chinese and that is a cultural experience. The menu is good, but the prices have
shot up 300% so we opted to explore. As my longstanding cabbie had died, we found a great chap to
take us out at night, the first to an Indian restaurant, the Tamarind on the old seashore Bagamoyo
Road. Wonderful rich Indian food and well-priced.
Sunday we went to the St Albans Anglican Cathedral for the 8:30 English service which was in the
small chapel, full, and the main church, serving the masses was choc a block. Our taxi took us to hell
and gone looking for roti pans, wood spoons, kitangi and sarongs and Masaai blankets…..all in
demand for the families back home. That night we went to another Indian Restaurant in Oyster Bay,
the Khana Khazana, which was really an experience. Huge immaculate kitchen which prepared the
freshest best Indian food we had ever eaten. I WhatsApp video conference called the Ottawa family
and they were blown away but the kitchen action. Five Star!
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Korma Chicken….it may look like cat shit but it certainly was not
We left the Cruiser at Toyota Dar es Salaam for regular servicing and a safe place to leave the beast
plugged into the mains. As it happened we recognized a lady walking around, into and out of the
offices and seemingly a big shot, but she was completely out of context and couldn’t place her. She
was obviously working there and in some sort of boss situation as people moved when she was
around. Turned out that she was a client of very long standing from Johannesburg! She ran all of
Toyota Tanzania, Angola and Uganda computer affairs.
The ferry to Stone Town was easy ……book first class, it is a must….functional A/C, good seats, and
not many people jostling and puking into barf bags! In the lower classes be prepared to be crapped
on by chickens and even goats in addition to sitting beside screaming infants with diapers full to
overflowing with baby poo….the worst kind.
After the traditional beer at Mercury’s Bar we took the short walk over the Asmini Hotel, our regular
in Stone Town. Bed & breakfast and entirely negotiable. They remembered us and I called up a
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picture on the phone from last year which was the tipping point! Large clean rooms very well fitted,
A/C and great bathroom, poster bed…..but the elevator is still not working 3 or 4 years later!
Next day on our trusty scooter we were on the road to, Paje on Zanzibar’s east coast, a place we
have visited many times before….the ultimate relaxation station on the planet. The road last year
was largely under construction and really quite a challenge, hitting mud, potholes, construction
vehicles and masses of people, taxis, scooters, and busses at some of the bigger centres just out of
Stone Town. Finally, in the open, it was a lovey drive past shops, plantations, and humanity getting
on with life. Mandatory cold drink stop at the Jozani Forest National Park and a squiz for the famous
Red Colobus Monkeys which are usually in great numbers around the restaurant and in the trees on
the road. This time we saw only a couple so they must have been on a mission somewhere else.
At Paje we stay at the Ndame Lodge right on the white coral sand beach….we took our customary
chalet at the end. Food was really excellent, buffet style, but we noted that it was more expensive
(about R155) than last year.

View from our banda
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Paje Beach….not too shabby
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Normal cattle migration along Paje Beach
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Obligatory pre-prandials at Ndame

Simon my Masaai bodyguard
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We met up with all of our Masaai mates on the beach from last year and soon we were buying up
beads and bangles from all of them as well as more Masaai sticks ….of which I now have a serious
collection. You can never have too many of a good thing! Further down the endless beach were the

Paje Beach Happy Hour is all day long
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Paje Beach Masaai
hundreds of kite surfers who really enjoyed the constant offshore breezes.

Perfect start to another perfect day
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After our delicious morning repast taken at our beach table we would walk down the beach to the
usual banter with my Masaai mates stopping in every restaurant and bistro in search for the perfect
espresso which I happen to report we never found one to touch my espressos made at the office.
In the evenings we would either dine at Ndame if they had a special on crayfish or prawns or they
had one of their to die for smorgasbords. New manager / chef were excellent additions.
A new place on the strip was Luciana’s…owned by a local girl who had lived in Norway for several
years and who admitted that she hated the cold and snow and had we suspected a crappy affair
with a local fellow….home is always best. Her calamari and prawns were the best and cheapest on
the strip, so we became regulars. As a treat the local Masaai crew put on a dancing show one night
and opened an evening market which of course I could not resist! We bumped into a fellow from
Cape Town who operated a windsurfing outfit and was as happy as Larry to call Paje his home.

Mama Luciana…Paje Beach, Zanzibar
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We were met at the ferry by our new driver Armani and off to the Palm Beach where they tried as
they do to pawn us into a crappy room which we insisted be changed for something more
“upmarket”…..which is a tough call at the PB! Off to the Khana Khazan for another bout of fine
Indian food and more fascination with the pyrotechnics in the kitchen.
Next morning we were ready to roll and at the Toyota garage before 9:00 expecting the beast to be
glimmering and ready to head south bound home…….half my check list was undone so I reckoned
that if they were going to take the day I would get all the little things done that had never
worked….like the head light washers, rear licence lights, and a couple dozen other trivia. I told them
that I would be back to collect next morning before 9:00 and they had better be ready……no bull
shit!
We took a room at the nearby Safire hotel, brand new owned by Arabs I imagine. The rooms were
great, the Indian food fantastic and very inexpensive.
Back behind the wheel was great and the Cruiser was running like a top. It is a long schlep out of Dar
on the road south to Kilwa. Literally miles and miles of humanity doing everything on and beside the
road. The speed limit is strictly 50KPH and the minute you think it’s not 50 you will be stopped.
Further out thereafter endless miles of coconut plantations, cassava, cashews and market farms.
There is no shortage of good gas stations, many of which had ATMs attached. Cash is so easy now
everywhere you go.
We noted that there were several plastic reclamation sites on the sides of the road some of them
massive…like an acre of bundled plastic ready to be shipped. Stores did not give out plastic bags
only woven biodegradable material. We made a note that just about anywhere on the road and at
just about any time of day we would see endless lines of uniform clad students, often in woollen
sweaters in the heat of the day, many with fluorescent vests. We wondered when they were ever in
school and when we did pass a school the kids were invariably playing outside.
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Serious plastic recycling in Tanzania

Kilwa Dreams our standby
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Kilwa
Finally, after a very pleasant day in the saddle we arrived at our regular Kilwa Dreams, our regular
banda on the beach and prawns and sea food every night. On our first night there was a largish
group of locals including an American girl from NYC….who had been married to the old boy whose
birthday everyone was celebrating….including his 4 wives, she being the 3rd. He was a very wealthy
landowner from Tanga District and really quite a gentleman. The food was a mixed seafood and fillet
that came in waves and was followed by a spectacular show of dancing and music. Fantastic evening.
Kilwa is a must if you are travelling on the road home from Dar along the coast. They have super
bandas as well as a camp site. Peter and Gladys are great hosts. We inquired about the school kids
on the roads and they said this was the case as most schools were so under equipped that there was
no point in the kids attending class!
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Happy birthday agreed all three wives

Birthday dinner….prawns, crayfish, blue rare Zambian beef fillet….again, the full 9 yards
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Lindi Bay, southern Tanzania

The Old Boma at Mikindani…a must see
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Stone Town
We stopped for liquid refreshment at the Old Boma at Mikindani and it was just lovely to sit in the
shade by the pool. Rooms expensive, but worth the treat. We got into Mtwara the last major town in
southern Tanzania on the coast and found slim offerings on the accommodation front…..in fact
nothing decent so we headed down to Shangani Beach where we found a great little Evergreen
Hotel with very inexpensive rates, fantastic rooms, which included breakfast at R470, and a good
restaurant and pool. Dinner was chang fish and chips and cold Kilimanjaros on the patio under the
southern Milky Way.
Mtwara has a great market and there were a few things we still needed knowing that later in the
year we were off to Canada and African bibelots are in hight demand, so we picked up potjie pot
wooden spoons, fabrics, sarongs and kanga and msouris. We were now fully laden like a smouse of
old!
On the now decent road south to the Rovuma Ferry we were very relaxed as we learned that the
high tide was later in the afternoon and the ferry only sailed at high tide. At neap tides it was only
able to set off if there was an off sea breeze which would bring in more tidal water.
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Ferry crossings are a dying phenomenon in Africa, sadly, from the point of view that it is really the
coal face of local society. Everything and anything happen. You can eat, drink, screw, buy, sell,

On the ferry but were we going to leave?
sleep and get high all at once if you want. There were dhows loading up with goods, including
mattresses, hundreds of cases of Italian tomato sauce, engine blocks, beer, tv’s, bags of grain and
beans, and soap powders. They were headed out to sea and down to Palma on the far northern
Mozambique coast, centre of the gas works; all to avoid having to pay tax. Everything would be off
loaded into smaller boats well away from shore after dark and casually brought to shore along the
coast.
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Goods being smuggled into Palma…..why pay tax?
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Passenger ferry over the mighty Rovuma River
We boarded the ferry along with a transport flatbed truck. The operator was reluctant to set off as
he said he did not have sufficient fare to pay his costs. I bluffed him and threatened to call the
Tanzanian Minister of Tourism whom I knew very well….slight exaggeration….he said we’ll go and off
we went. Cost $15. Each crossing is completely different as the river changes its path with every
flood. The sand banks change almost daily. The Mozambique side is a cluster stuff up and totally
disorganised. A few cops ask for ID and then it’s a long drive to the Customs and Immigration on the
worst road of the trip. Really deeply water eroded on some of the hills such that a D6 caterpillar
would not be able to move. Finally, at the Customs all pretty quick and easy and on the sand road to
Palma about 30-40 km away.
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There had been some terrorist incidents in the northern Cabo Delgado province with Al Shabab
followers and we were strongly advised not to drive at night. We had no option really as it was dusk
when we left Customs. We were a tad jittery but nothing we could do about it. Every few km’s a
couple men in camouflage, sporting AK47’s and or grenade launchers, would halt us at a drum or red
tape across the road……I slowed down and said Hi and kept going….they were all supposedly soldiers
and the “good guys”. We arrived in Palma for the first time in ages. In years past before the gas
discovery it was a real crap hole, but in the colonial era it must have been heaven on earth. Azure
sea, lovely little pastel painted houses, and a beach to die for. After the war it was gutted and stayed
that way until the Rovuma Basin gas field was found. We crawled into town and the first place fully
lit up was the brand new Palma Inn Motel complex, with a security fenced parking lot full of Cruisers,
Hi-Luxes and Nissans.
Despite being told by the manager that they were fully booked …the owner, an Indian chap from
Mocimboa, happened by and found and promptly put us in a luxury suite, a tad pricey at about
R1200 but well worth it. Dinner was a gorging session on prawns and calamari, vino verde and ice
cream. Most of the lower end contract workers made use of the buffet which was very heavy into
the carbo loading of rice, potatoes, fries, cassava and mixed veg and chicken. As much as you can
eat!
On the GRS we got pulled over by some A-hole cop, in Diaca, for a document check and a thorough
examination of the truck. He could not figure the Carnet out nor the licence……. A real prick. As it
turned out, soon a massive motor convoy with soldiers in truck after truck and AK’s, sirens,
screaming to clear the way and flashing lights and people scattering into the bush…..some big shot
dipshit politician. After they passed….which took 5 minutes, our attendant cop demanded water and
I explained that I have a very bad disease which he would get from anything he touched anything of
mine…..including the papers I had just given him. He summarily dropped them on the ground and
said pick up my papers and piss off! Happily. This was the only incident of some displeasure on the
whole trip.
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The roads south were, in general pretty good with the odd potholed area and some areas under
construction. It was in the far northern reaches of the country that we saw the real devastation of
the recent hurricanes.

Hurricane damage northern Mozambique
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More hurricane damage northern Mozambique
We thought that the damage was in the more central Beira areas which we did not visit. The north
was neglected obviously. I think on political grounds. There were miles and miles of up rooted palm
oil trees, levelled villages, and debris everywhere. There were absolutely no signs of any concerted
recovery efforts.
We arrived in Pemba in good season in time for a late afternoon much needed Brewster at Russell’s,
the old standby. He greeted us as long lost cousins…..but he probably does that to everyone. We
took a banda, self-catering, A/C, TV and fridge. Dinner was chicken livers peri-peri and roast chicken
and chips…can’t go wrong!
We had some admin to get done, Third Party at any insurance broker, pharmacy to get some stuff,
car wash to have the beast spit polished, and ended up at the great little tourist shop along the main
beach road at Wembe Beach. They know us well there, so we cut the small talk and get down to the
real prices. There was a lovely large Makonde carving which I really wanted but was still way OTT on
the price…we were going to be there a few days, so time was on my side. I ignored the seller on the
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next visit and later on he said OK we can talk. I got my price and it is really a beauty. We have not
been through the Makonde district in southern Tanzania, Masasi, Liwali and Nachingwea where the
prices are better, so we were lucky to get a lovey piece of art so far south.
The road south to Ihla de Mozambique is a long one over 400 klicks but pleasant enough. Cashew
nuts trees by the millions and we reckoned that there must have been a couple dozen Johnny
Cashew Nut Seed guys years ago. The drive is a particularly scenic one with one Inselberg after the
next off in the distance and right beside the road. Great road and great weather.

Ode to the au dar
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Inselbergs net var ye kyk
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Please buy something….anything…all very happy to get the old t-shirts we had
Ilha de Mozambique a World heritage Site is quite unique with the landmark San Sebastian
Fort….where did they get all the rock from you may wonder?, and the many more modern, built in
the 1800’s during the Portuguese colonial days. You cannot get bored walking the maze of streets
and alleys in this Stone Town.

Lots of old buildings to discover

The Karibu Bar
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We stay at the Hotel Escondido in the middle of town, safe parking, fridge plug in and pretty good
rooms and very good restaurant. There was a new spot opened called Karibu Bar which is owned by
a local and collector of some note.
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It’s another almost 400 km to Alto Molocue…..Mozambique is a bloody long country…..which has
few redeeming features. The Kapulana hotel which was part of a chin and very good, was all but
closed and tits up. We did find though a new hotel and conference centre coming into town on the
left and it was very good value (R400) clean, good a/c and secure….we had our own car guard with
his own AK47! The hotel had no real dining room or beer but there was a “local” on the corner 25
feet away and it was the source of some good local entertainment however you want to interpret
that…cold beer…..and sweaty women who needed to bath. Dinner, we partook at a new local eatery
coming into town on the RHS of the main drag, excellent chicken and prawns and chips. We noted
that there were AK47 toting guards everywhere so we felt really safe….or unsafe, can’t recall!
After making our coffee in the dodgy hotel kitchen we were on the road once again ……swaths of
deforestation for charcoal such that any vestiges of forest were merely tinges of dark green in far off
mountains and flat horizons. We drove through Nampula a large regional capital which was a hive of
activity. Quick stop at a bank ATM, fuel, and some tangerines and we were outta there. We crossed
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the lovely newish bridge spanning the might Zambezi River and found ourselves at Mphingwe Camp
owned by Ant and Pat White who we have known for decades. Lovely Canadian type log cabins,
clean warm beds, and good little restaurant. It is situated on an active logging operation and they
manufacture lovely wood craft, including wood vases which are done on a lath and great candle
holders or dry flower containers. We, as usual bought their entire supply and ended up carting
several to Canada later in the year as gifts. There was only one other guest, a young Luxembourg lad
on a trail bike. Balls of brass and arse of leather!

Afternoon happy hour at Mphingwe Camp
The road from the camp was good for a short bit then deteriorated into the worst (you gather that
there were a few “worst” of the trip roads) of the trip. We could have taken the sand road off to the
left about 10 km after Mphingwe which although sand is a great drive, some of the road being
smooth as glass and with a grass middle mannetjie through virgin forest spectacular and relaxing.
This road will skirt the Gorongoza Park and hit the main highway well south of the terrible potholed
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road…..the one we ended up taking, much to our stupidity, but we never listened to the advice given
to take the longer road! Stupid us!
The “tar” to Gorongoza was horrific. A lot of it was under Chinese construction but very slow. Most
of the workers spent their time sitting in the shade. We did stop at the Kapulana Hotel near
Gorongoza. They remembered us from earlier trips, and we had a couple cold drinks in the shade in
the back terrace. A good stayover if you are there.

Kapulana Hotel Gorongoza….excellent
We were heading for Inhassorro on the coast, but the bad road put that to rest, so we put in Buffalo
Camp in as stop over. Buffalo Camp is about halfway from Inchope, the main intersection with the
Beira road and the main north south highway which we were travelling on. There are major road
works taking place in Inchope; overpasses, ramps and a new east – west highway. All the new road
works are lined on all sides by shops and stalls and repair shops which have everything and can fix
anything.
We gassed up and headed south towards Buffalo Camp, about 200 km south along the N1, which we
reckoned we could get to by late in the afternoon. We have driven by Buffalo over a dozen times but
never stayed there, so it was to be a first. We were about 35 km out of Inchope when my tyre
pressure alarm started going off…..except I had no idea what the alarm was as I had never heard it
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before. Was it some other sensor….NFC! Only when I checked the tyre pressure screen did I see I
was running flat! Fuck! And Fuck Again…
Back right….. saw that it was the base of the valve leaking…..within minutes we had a gawking crowd
of dozens; we were on the side of a single lane very busy highway with huge transporters and
speeding bakkies. We got out the air hose and took red duct tape strips and taped around the base
of the valve and pumped until the pressure was about 130. We quickly threw everything in the back
and headed back to Inchope. Tyre pressure rapidly fell….we made a km at most! It was going to be a
long afternoon. This time we were on a bend of the road at the bottom of a hill. Eliz, faithful wife,
stood 50 meters behind the truck with a red bandana while I refilled the tyre and adjusted the tape.
Quick quick back in the truck and this time we made 2 km…..repeated the process and this time and
we made 5 km…. repeat process, re-tape……6km….and stop, pump, re-tape….we made 7km……idem
and 9 km…..finally retaped, repumped and made the last 13 km into Inchope and the patch was
holding. Picked up a valve and headed to a spot doing truck wheels; now it was early evening.
Located a dude…..but of a gay character and he needed a jack…..which he found somewhere and
pumped the heavy beast up. I wasn’t going to use my hi-lift on the rough patch of road…and besides
I couldn’t find the key to the lock! Shit! He had to scrounge for more sockets and finally got the
wheel off all the while he was dancing to his own music! The shop was run by a 400 lb fat man who
sat on a pile of tyres drinking coke. We made progress. Then there was a massive explosion and
every scurried for cover…shit was it a bomb?….a gunshot?…too big a noise….no it was a mammoth
truck tyre which exploded as it was being filled….chunks of rubber flew in all directions, but we were
lucky, a chunk to the beaner and it would be man down!
Met a couple SA dudes from Nelspruit who were doing boreholes and they said there was nowhere
but nowhere to stay in Inchope but there was one place just out of town to the north which we
checked out and left immediately…..as dirty and grubby as hell. The windows were opaque with fly
shit. And it was painted fluorescent green!
We headed to Chimoio on the good highway westwards. The road was great, not much lighting, but
brand new. Chimoio is a huge place and we really battled to find anything on Trip Advisor or any
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other site. Having gone well past the city on the highway without any indication of places to find a
bed, so we decided to head back into town…..in the process we found ourselves driving on the
wrong lane, on a dual carriageway…..but one with no lights of any description! Now in town I was
pulled over by a copper with blue lights flashing. He pointed out my error and that he must give me
a fine. Needless to say, I argued my case….no lights ….no road marking….I’m a tourist…etc
etc…..have a good day!.
We headed further into town to the largest hotel around. I double parked while Eliz went in. A car
pulled up beside me and the lady in good English introduced herself and husband, both doctors, and
offered to take up to a lovely spot owned by friends.

Chimoio digs not too shabby and super food
In the dodgiest part of the barrio we came to a house packed with cars….a wedding as well as two
birthdays were on the go! They moved a couple vehicles inside, and we parked so we could keep the
freezer plugged in. Very accommodating people everywhere we went. We took a lovely room and
booked to sit outside the restaurant attached and had the most delightful dinner of prawns,
calamari and salads….all from the wedding party!
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Not in any rush we were on the road once again, much nicer without the pressure! It was a good ride
down to Buffalo Camp on the main road between Inchope…..the shit hole and Inhassorro on the
coast.

A visit long overdue

Buffalo Camp is really a most delightful spot on the long Inchope Inhassorro road. The owner, Willie
Prinsloo has a huge concession and big development plans. The area extends from the coast as far
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west as southern Zimbabwe and Gonarezhou. The bandas were good, the restaurant produced first
rate steaks and salads and it was a very good stop over. I asked about the possibility of entering his
holding from the west, from around the Massangena region and he said that it was entirely doable
and even with the lack of much in the way of roads it was still possible to drive it on the bush tracks.
So that is on the to do list in the future…really rough area, though he did concede that they was not
a lot of game to be seen and timber poachers tended to suffer from their trucks catching fire with
the occupants unable to escape! Beer, dinner and chalet was just under R2000 so pretty dear.

We got to Inhassorro in good season and scouted new places to stay. The main town camp site was
awful and in and out. So, we looked a Trip Advisor and spotted a couple spots well down the
beach….over 30 km so why not? The sand road leading past many other places we had stayed over
in the past trips, was OK and then excellent packed hard sand. We eventually came to a mangrove
swamp which was separated from the sea by a massive, high, gold coloured, sand dune. Lucky the
swamp was in the main hard crusted although we did have a few technical areas to get through the
black cotton muck. We saw no other vehicles.
Eventually the track started up the dunes and lazy me would not deflate the tyres……we passed one
tractor hauling a trailer. A few hundred metres up the hill we got completely stuck. Someone called
the owner of the Lodge we were heading to, Lula Paradise Lodge. Boetie quickly helped me finish
deflating and we were mobile once again. His darling wife pointed out that they were fully booked
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but invited us over in any case. It was a vast set up and large self-catering houses all fully mod-con’d.
mainly Zimbos in the finest 4x4’s all young with kids. They gave us their kids’ house to “camp in”
which was grand….we fixed up bedding and had a full 9 yards kitchen and great showers. We braaied
on the communal braais with the Zimbo clans who all were happy as clams in former Rhodesia…they
indicated that they buried their cash in the back yard, schools were excellent and the one private
hospital more than adequate….Mmmmmmm. All the charcoal was provided and ignited by means of
a long copper pipe with propane gas fire coming out of the holes in the pipe…. The views over the
lagoon were fantastic and great company.

No charge for the stay over!!!
It was a great spot to hunker in for a good week or three if you liked isolation and fishing. No bar or
restaurant.
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You can do worse!

Pretty lekker
We got up early to beat the incoming tide as we took the coastal road back which was very hard on
the old lady….hard going in the deep sand even with delated tyres.

Back in Inhassorro we got the beast spit polished and we were once again on the great open
highway lined miles deep on either side by coco and palm oil plantations. I wonder why they don’t
make coconut milk…so we don’t have to import it from Thailand?
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We were heading to Morrongula where we usually overnight at the Morrungulo Lodge owned and
run by Zimbos, but we thought to try something different so made it to Bonito Bay just down the
drag from the lodge. Turned out to be a massive complex from some bygone era…..dozens of
cottages and houses covered the huge communal areas. The central pool overlooked a most
beautiful expanse of Indian Ocean. The pool shimmering, clear water and not a single guest other
that the two of us! We order 2M in bottles…which were in about 150 ml bottles….about one good
slug.

Sadly, once again all to ourselves
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Smallest beers I have ever seen
The kitchen was another story. There were a couple of “chefs” who were very willing and ready to
get involved in the preparation of dinner which was to be chicken from the deep freeze….they
thought they had a couple fish but no such luck…..the chicken was thawed in a bag in hot water
flattened out with a meat mallet and ready to be turned into a chicken cutlet parmesan, which I
cooked first over a lovely charcoal grill and then in our big pan on the gas stove. I had more than
enough to share with the staff and they really enjoyed the experience.
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The kitchen always calls
Dinner on the deck overlooking the pool. Good cold wine and the sounds of the surf just below. And
we had the place to ourselves….not another soul.
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Continuing down the Great Road South towards Chitenguele we stopped over at Maxixe, a very
lovely coastal village, clean, lots of well decked out young people, a musical vibe and very
Mediterranean. We picked up some vino verde from a general dealer, which turned out to be
oxidized….I should have known as the place the case was stored was as hot as a sauna bath. We did
some banking….there are as many ATM’s as people, and then retired to a bistro we have always
frequented when passing through and had a very good coffee followed by a very good beer.
Everything very good!

Common roadside tree in southern Mozambique …. Means cashews for sale
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Sadly, all too common a sight….gas should be replacing wood and saving our forests…and
Mozambique now has gas…
At Chitenguele as headed directly to the Lakeview Resort where we have stayed a couple times in
the past. It is not on the sea but an inland lake and is really great value and a very pleasing place to
stay. A bit of a schlep on the sand road up dunes and down but well worth it. We went into the
office and told by the lady at the desk that they were fully booked, despite the fact that we were
about the only vehicle in sight. She then conceded that there might be a room “somewhere”. She
showed us a “basic” room which we did not like, then took us to a bigger room right on the water
but we would not have a plug point for the fridge. Finally, I went to the manager who remembered
us from last year and he took us to a massive suite, two bedrooms fully en suite and lovely view from
almost the top of the hill. Done deal for the price of the basic room….less than R1000.
Dinner was in the huge dining room on a patio overlooking the water and what a spot! As usual the
prawns were fantastic and service although a tad slow, still very attentive and to the point. The
evening was still really a culinary hi-light. We were down tp the short strokes so we dragged out the
evening as best we could over long glasses of wine and the cool evening air wafting over the water.
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The drive south through Xai Xai and then inland to Chokwe and then pole pole on to Massingir was

Still lots of rural Mozambique
very relaxing and melancholy with the knowledge that this would be our last night on the trail. We
arrived at the regular stop over on the Massingir water reservoir, the Covane Community Camp,
which is operated by a South African couple and it is the only spot to stay when in town. The place is
green lawned, has a lovely view overlooking the expanse of water and is clean and very inviting. We
took a little banda and spent a superb evening under a canopy of trees under a Milky Way as bright
as Manhattan! We had a very lekker braai of Karoo choppies and probably a couple bottles of
genuine wine…..must have been as it was the last night.
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The drive along the water is lovely and needs to be taken slowly. Worth the time. Once off the water
the road through the trans-frontier park is a nightmare. Not a rock rabbit or sparrow to be seen, not
even a lizard…..and the road is deadly, very rocky and roughly corrugated and then out of nowhere
comes a bakkie doing 130 and the driver is totally unaware that there is a big red Cruiser also on the
same road. Once through the SA Customs and Immigration it is pretty smooth sailing in the Kruger
National Park. Lots of game and back in the….back in the ….back in the RSA….
This safari was one of our best to date and the new slant on accommodation was really a winner and
hopefully will incentivise other travellers to hit the Great Road North and East and West as things
are starting to cook to the north of the Limpopo….well in the main. We travelled on some major
roads as well as some well off the beaten track roads and were never disappointed or let down by
nowhere to stay and or camp. We never had to bed down in a crap hole or campsite which was
grotty….just the opposite! I believe that I can say with some confidence that the days of desperation
are diminishing on the touring front in all of the countries and even those not visited this year,
Uganda, Malawi Rwanda and Kenya which we did visit in 2018 and they also are well on the road as
far as attracting road travellers like us.

The end to a great African Safari
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